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Description of Practicum Project
Computer literacy is a significant form of “cultural capital” that is taught from early years
in the classroom (Emihovich 1990). If we think of computer literacy in terms of a necessary skill
for information access in the 21st century, it joins the list with other non-traditional forms of
“literacy” that are an essential part of a student’s learning experience. As a form of cultural
capital or symbolic capital as Bourdieu (1990) describes, computer literacy is about power and
resource distribution. Students learning computer literacy in a classroom context are being taught
how to use those computer skills in the labor market, for self-expression, communication with
others, and in order to get access to information that will benefit them.
Serious concerns have been raised about the role of technological modernism in
developing countries (Everett 1998). Critiques of development seek to identify ways that Internet
connectivity and access to technology are creating dependence in nations struggling to meet
basic social needs, and these perspectives suggest that these same modernization advances may
serve to further exacerbate inequalities and augment unequal growth. It may be that technology
is simply replicating deeply entrenched practices of injustice and inequality.
Costa Rica is a country where these issues are currently being played out. It faces
problems with an increasingly divided labor market and an educational system that continues to
fuel a socioeconomic divide. Added to this are problems of unequal technology access. Issues of
poverty and unequal access to social services are closely related to Nicaraguan immigration,
which peaked in the ‘90s and leveled off at about 300,000 by 2005 (Marquette 2006:2). 30% of
Nicaraguan families in Costa Rica live below the poverty line, compared to 20% of Costa Rican
families (12). In an executive summary of a report prepared for the World Bank in 2006, one of
the author’s conclusions is that “education is… a more critical area of concern than health in
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terms of improving [Nicaraguan immigrants’] social service access and ultimately economic and
poverty outcomes” (11). In Costa Rica, quality in education varies significantly according to
socioeconomic class, and public schools “are so bad that upper- and upper-middle-class parents
wouldn’t dream of sending their children there” (Biesanz 1999:211). The quality and availability
of education for immigrant students is of particular concern.
On the outskirts of San Jose, Costa Rica’s capital city, there is a small, 23 km2
community known as “La Carpio,” built around the country’s largest sanitary landfill. In this
“squatter settlement,” where residents have no legal claim to their land, several NGOs and
religious organizations actively help provide assistance to residents of the community. These
services a challenge, due in part to the community’s acquired reputation for crime, poverty,
delinquency, and instability. Cristo Para La Ciudad is one such organization that has had a strong
presence in the community since 1998, a few years after people first began settling in La Carpio.
Cristo Para La Ciudad offers many services to the La Carpio community, including a clinic,
English classes, homework clubs, computer classes, and soccer teams. Of particular interest for
this research project and my client, Mission Aviation Fellowship, is the computer lab that offers
classes for youth in La Carpio in an attempt to provide positive educational alternatives for them.
Research on computer classes in the United States shows that less affluent school districts are at
a disadvantage in the distribution of computers in the classroom, and even where computer
instruction is available in less advantaged districts, “use of computers does not prepare the user
to understand computers or use them independently” (Jungck 1987:476). The computer lab seeks
to address problems of unequal access, guide students in understanding the social role computer
technology has, and instruct them in concepts that are transferable to other parts of their lives.
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Mission Aviation Fellowship is a Christian development agency whose mission is to
“[share] the love of Jesus Christ through aviation and technology so that isolated people may be
physically and spiritually transformed” (maf.org). One of their three emphases is the use of
communication technologies applied to education. Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) and
Cristo Para La Ciudad (CPC) both desire to use the La Carpio computer lab as a model to
replicate in similar contexts. Toward that goal, this practicum was proposed in order to document
the La Carpio computer lab, the surrounding “technological landscape” of the squatter
settlement, and use this research to inform documentation and training for the replication of the
model in other locations throughout Latin America.

Context of Work
Education challenges in an increasingly diverse population
Recent theories of modernization and globalization help explain the movement of people
across borders and elucidate what sorts of challenges they often face (Brettell 2000; Chavez
1991; Mahler 1995; Nygren 2005; Sassen 2002; Barquero 2004; Basok 1993). Costa Rica has
historically been an important destination for officially recognized refugees, the majority at
present being of Columbian origin. In 1985, the United Nations Human Rights Council listed
17,000 refugees in the country, and the National Commission for Refugees (CONAPARE) listed
19,008. Of the 19,008 figure, 54% were Nicaraguan, 32% from El Salvador, 13% from
Guatemala, and the remaining 1% from other countries (Basok 1993:27).
Costa Rica’s neighbor to the north, Nicaragua, has had a much more conflictive history
than Costa Rica, particularly in the decades spanning 1960-1990. Civil unrest fueled by
international interests during these decades was one of the principle reasons for emigration from
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Nicaragua. Lingering effects of the violence and displacement from the civil war in the eighties
carried over into the nineties, and a different type of suffering occurred, which was
“characterized by socio-political polarization and economic destitution” (Nygren 2003:368).
After Haiti, Nicaragua is the second poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, with 48% of the
population categorized as poor, and 17% extremely poor (Nygren 2003:370).
During the 1990s the Nicaraguan migrant population in Costa Rica more than doubled
(Marquette 2006:2), and by the year 2000, the official census registered 226,374 Nicaraguans
living in Costa Rica (Sandoval 2004:434). Seasonal migration is estimated to be much higher.
There are far more opportunities for employment, decent health care, and education in Costa
Rica, making the move to Costa Rica a “rational and progressive economic decision” within the
modernization perspective (Brettell 2000:102), and also one that is increasingly oriented along
supportive social networks. The move certainly entails some degree of risk, but the benefits for
immigrants may seem to outweigh the costs in terms of the discrimination and hardships they
will face. The level of poverty for Nicaraguans living in Costa Rica is far lower than in
Nicaragua, but is far more prevalent for Nicaraguan households compared to Costa Rican
households (Marquette 2006:12). Because Nicaraguans are almost evenly divided between rural
regions in the north and in the San Jose/Central Valley region, spatially there is not an uneven
burdening of the city.
Beginning in 1949, when Costa Rica abolished its army and focused more of its resources
on health and education, the country invested its peace dividend into strengthening its social
services until the point when it recently boasted quality educational opportunities for its children
and the highest literacy rate in Central America (Biesanz 1999:199). This quality education has
not penetrated equally into all sectors of society, however. In addition to its social services, Costa
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Rica has a steadily growing economic sector and considerable foreign investment by
technological industries like Intel (World Bank 2006). However, there is “a clear pattern of labor
market segmentation,” and Nicaraguans tend to fill lower-paying occupational sectors in the city
and countryside. Nicaraguan men concentrate in construction jobs in San José and women in
domestic service (Marquette 2006:6).
The La Carpio community began forming in the mid-nineties, during the years when
Nicaraguan immigration peaked. La Carpio now boasts the country’s largest binational
community, with almost exactly half of its residents of Nicaraguan origin and the other half born
in Costa Rica. La Carpio and other similar areas clearly illustrate the division of access to quality
education. In La Carpio specifically, a mere 6.61% of the heads of household have completed
high school. In Costa Rica as a whole, 45% of Nicaraguan children are enrolled in secondary
school compared to 70% of Costa Ricans at the appropriate age (Marquette 2006:11). The
facilities and educational provisions for these areas is bleak: “in urban slums such as La Carpio
in San José, schools are in bad condition, too small for the student population, and have
insufficient teaching resources” (Marquette 2006:11). The local school in La Carpio is split into
three different locations about ten minutes’ walk apart through different neighborhoods, and the
school has a “triple jornada” system in which students attend one of three sessions per day that
lasts 3 hours and 35 minutes (3 hours of class time). They only receive five subjects, because it is
impossible to add any more topics to the school’s limited daily schedule. Typical primary
schools have a five hours of class a day and more subjects such as English, physical education,
and music are taught (Villegas 2011).
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Technology and Internet access in La Carpio
The arrival of Internet access in the La Carpio community is considerably recent. In the
early 2000s, it was found that “a mere 0.69% of La Carpio’s households have personal
computers” (Sandoval 2009:155). At that time, Internet connectivity was virtually impossible. In
early 2009, during the time in which I was teaching and recording anecdotal field notes, Internet
connectivity first became available in the form of WiMax (long-range wireless data signal
requiring an antenna installation), and the high cost required installations to be shared in the form
of an Internet café. I assisted in connecting a computer classroom in Pequeña Gran Ciudad (La
Cueva del Sapo) to the Internet a few months after a nearby Internet café got Wimax installed in
the nearby Cuarta Parada. The elementary school received Internet connectivity in mid-2011. I
was able to find a total of seven Wimax connectivity points when I conducted my research (late
2011), three of them in Internet cafés, three as educational hubs, and one installed in a private
home.
Two other major milestones occurred to connect this technologically isolated slum to the
global communications network. Missionaries working in La Carpio observed a major increase
of cell phones in late 2010. By January of 2011, they were almost ubiquitous. According to
professional surveys conducted by UNIMER, cell phone ownership among the lowest
socioeconomic class increased from 34.5% in 2007 to 77% in 2011, an increase of 120%. During
this same period, cell phone possession in middle-class and higher-class homes increased 43%
and 20%, respectively (Fonseca 2011). The reason for this increase is most likely connected to
the availability of prepay options, which became available in mid-2010. 67% of cell phone
owners in the lowest socioeconomic class use prepay. Using prepay, a client is able to “recharge”
his or her phone with small purchases for short blocks of time. One of the suggested reasons for
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the increase of prepay users is that it allows clients to have better control over how much they
spend, which is advantageous for people with scarce financial resources (Fonseca 2011). The
same survey reports that by 2011, 42% of the Costa Rican population had a computer at home,
and 33% had them connected to the Internet (Fonseca 2011).
With the arrival of prepay options for cell phones, data plans came into effect in early
2011. Prepay data plans allowed individuals to access the Internet either directly from their cell
phones or to connect using their computers through the cell phone from within the home. Internet
connectivity and cell phone access has increased incredibly rapidly in the past two years in La
Carpio, changing the way people communicate, the way they learn, and the way they entertain
themselves.

Research Topics
The guiding question or “problem” to be solved in the course of this research was to
successfully implement a computer lab of maximum benefit for the students that attend classes
there. The main deliverable was not just the project but also a reflective description of the project
and a projection for implementing it in similar contexts. Apart from the project implementation,
there were three guiding topics that directed the research and data collection related to the
project.

T1: What is the “profile” of the students we serve? What factors influence their
attendance and performance in our classes?
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T2: What is the “digital landscape” of La Carpio? What types of technology are
used, and how is technology perceived by the residents?

T3: In what ways is technology an equalizing factor and in what ways does it
exacerbate inequalities? Do our classes empower students to direct their own
learning, use creativity, and counteract problems of unequal distribution?

Project Design
Summary:
As the principal researcher, after nearly three years as a “full participant” in computer
learning lab projects in La Carpio from August 2008 through May 2011, I changed my role to
participant observer and began conducting various forms of continuous monitoring and formal
observation from June to December 2011. This practicum focuses on Cristo Para La Ciudad’s
Nuevos Horizontes computer lab project from January 2011 until March 2012. Many of the
students and their commentary, however, spans the entire three and a half years during which I
worked with them.
In our computer classes I implemented a cyclical approach of research, planning, action,
reflection, and then moving on to the next step (Smith 1996:3). I attempted to involve students as
enlisted researchers in project, but they gravitated more towards more practical roles such as the
installation and maintenance of the computers, and the teaching of classes. For this reason, I
describe the project as “ours,” referring to the youth and supervisors that partnered in the effort.
The results of research and observation were being implemented as they were discovered, and
modified the project as it moved forward. Preliminary results of research, including data
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collected through observation, were used to improve the project as it advanced. Therefore, data
collection techniques and observation were not scientifically objective, but rather strategic
intervention and improvement was part of the research design from the beginning. Fortunately,
the implementation of this method coincided with other factors beyond my control that
complemented the research findings and project adaptation.
Extensive observation was performed both during computer classes and of computer use
in the homes of the students (and lab supervisors). Ethnographic interviews were also performed
over the course of three-and-a-half year involvement in various computer projects located in the
La Carpio community, as well as semi-structured interviews from a set list of questions when the
topic was appropriate to the context. Questions emerged from observations, but I had also written
up a list of topics that I felt were important to better understand the technological landscape of
the La Carpio community. The main purpose of the questions was to evoke responses that
provided useful insight into how technology was used (in observable ways) and perceived (in
expressed ways).
Participant Observation:
Perhaps because computer technology and Internet connectivity are relatively recent
phenomena in La Carpio, it seemed that their expectations and use of these technologies were
different from what outside educators would hope for. For example, parents who never learned to
read or write will doubtfully be able to offer guidance for their children who join social networks
for the first time. And in educational contexts, teachers associate computers with educational and
occupational possibilities, while students approach them as entertainment and communication
devices.
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In order to more holistically understand the role of technology in the context of the La
Carpio community, I chose to become a participant observer in the family of a student’s home.
This decision was not exclusively for the purposes of the research, and was in fact based on
several years of relationship built with the host family with whom I stayed. The positioning was
strategic, however, because the family with whom I lived had three students that periodically
attended our classes, and they were located within walking distance of one of the three active
Internet cafés in the squatter settlement. Serendipitously, one of the men in the family was also a
cell phone dealer, which is the most accessible form of communications technology blossoming
in La Carpio. And finally, despite the many high-risk factors of moving into an area like La
Carpio, I discerned (correctly) that the family I chose to move in with minimized those risks. I
lived with them for six months from May-December 2011, during the first two cycles of
programming classes. My presence in the family allowed me to observe unscheduled uses of the
computer and form close relationships with the Internet café owners in the area. During the time
I lived with them I conducted 12 unscheduled observations of home computer use, during which
I took notes of how the computer was used.
An unplanned portion of research I conducted while living in the home was to interview a
member of the family briefly, each school day, regarding the school attendance of the schoolaged children in the home for an entire month. Their attendance and school schedule was so
unpredictable that I finally decided that a brief daily check-up was the best way to understand
their irregular attendance schedule. Although many of my observations were restricted to the
scope of a single household, I was living with a considerably large family. In the home lived
three nuclear families, a total of 18 people (not including myself). There were eight school-aged
children, three children below the age of four, one severely handicapped child (who attended a
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special school in downtown San Jose twice a week), and six adults. Of the school-aged children,
three of them would periodically attend computer classes at Nuevos Horizontes. Also, amongst
our group of computer lab students, only the family I lived with and one other had a computer in
their homes.

Questionnaires and Interviews:
The questionnaires helped by grouping together some of the most important questions
and topics I hoped to cover. In addition, the more formal research instruments approved by the
IRB were useful in semi-structured interviews and data collection with the Internet café owners.
There were only three functioning Internet cafés in the barrio while I lived there (there are now
only two). I found these cafés by walking around the community, looking for signs advertising
Internet, and asking people if they knew of any Internet cafés [Figure 1]. This approach is
typically known as “snowball sampling,” however, in my case there were but a few snowflakes
with which to work. I interviewed three of the Internet café supervisors with the IRB approved
semi-structured interview, and interviewed three other administrators casually (unstructured).
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Figure 1: Shared Internet Connectivity Locations in La Carpio
The map shows the La Carpio community and several key points of interest. The
community is formed on the tip of a land peninsula, bordered on the north and south
by polluted rivers flowing through large valleys. The brown empty space to the west
(left) is the garbage dump, and directly below it is the Nuevos Horizontes terrain
where our computer classes were held. The only primary school is split into three
locations, and the three Internet cafés are shown as well. The only road entering and
exiting the community extends to the east (right) on a thin land bridge.

However, most interviews were unstructured and took the form of the ethnographic
interview described by Spradley (1979), in which the interview is “a series of friendly
conversations into which the researcher slowly introduces new elements to assist informants to
respond as informants” (58). I conducted ethnographic interviews in this manner over the course
of three years and nine months with computer students, administrators, and family members. I
paid particularly close attention to responses relating to technology, education, and security, but
took extensive notes of any topics of interest they mentioned.
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Another data collection method I used was to install time-tracking software on computers
to monitor how much time was spent on various programs and websites. With permission and
informed consent of computer users and an Internet café administrator, I installed time-tracking
software on eight home computers, five Internet café machines, and nine learning lab machines.
These programs monitored how much time was spent on various programs or websites. This was
a passive, non-intrusive way of collecting data, but I made sure to notify users that their usage
was being tracked for research purposes. Data collection was problematic for various reasons
(frequent reformatting and loss of data), but some data was salvageable and useful, particularly
that of the classroom. As mentioned before, none of the data was pristine enough for effective
comparisons. However, it was useful for descriptive purposes and to prompt more informed
questions. For example, one technique I would use while interviewing people was to show them
the results of the time-tracking software and ask them questions about the programs and
documents that registered the most time.

Action research, continuous monitoring, and observation in the NH computer lab:

Because La Carpio already suffers from such clear lack of educational opportunities, the
research was conducted within a project deliberately designed to train and guide La Carpio youth
toward edifying uses of technology that would serve them in the future. This approach is similar
to the action-oriented practitioner research a teacher would use to study his or her own classroom
(Anderson et al. 2007). Thus, I used my expertise and experience, together with other
missionaries leading the project, to improve the services we offered to the youth. I helped get
shared Internet connectivity into three classrooms, as well as taught classes and trained other
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youth in hardware repair and computer programming. These youth eventually became the team
of teachers during the months when I observed class sessions. I put my expertise at the disposal
of the community and youth involved with the project as often as time permitted. A conservative
estimate of my total hours spent in the Nuevos Horizontes classroom training, teaching,
supervising, and asking questions during 2011 is 200 hours. Thus, it is within this context of
deliberate intervention that these observations and statistics were compiled.
My eventual role as observer of class sessions (and as an assistant to the teacher) was a
natural progression in the process of turning over responsibility to the student teachers, who
progressively picked up more expertise and moved into leadership roles. My most focused period
of observation occurred in the second cycle of computer classes, which lasted six weeks from
October 2 – November 12, 2011. Each week the goal was to have classes two days per week; I
observed one of these classes each week (six classes), for a total of 12 hours. During this period I
observed and took notes as one of our lab supervisors taught classes.
The curriculum we used in our classroom was designed by the Omar Dengo Foundation
to target high school dropouts by appealing to their interest in gaming – hence, the curriculum
was shaped around programming 3D worlds. The teachers/supervisors were trained by the Omar
Dengo Foundation, a renowned institution that directs computer technology use in all Costa
Rican schools. The NH classroom was offered curriculum and training as part of a grant by
Motorola Solutions Foundation to help create educational opportunities for at-risk youth. The
supervisors of the program were aware of the La Carpio project because I had taken classes with
them as well and they became aware of my involvement in La Carpio and similar computer
projects in other parts of the city. The target population for this curriculum was designed for
students who have completed primary school (grade six) but struggle (or drop out) of secondary
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school. In the case of the students of the NH classroom, most are still in primary school.
However, the severe lack of quality educational alternatives for La Carpio students (described
previously) means that NH computer classes are an important complement to the students’
primary education.
The Nuevos Horizontes computer lab used free educational programming software
developed by universities in the United States designed to make technology fun, interesting, and
challenging for beginners. The curriculum began with Scratch (a 2D programming environment
developed by MIT’s Lifelong Kindergarten Group), moved to StarLogo TNG (3D game
programming environment developed by MIT’s STEP program), and then taught Alice (a 3D
story-telling programming environment created by Carnegie-Mellon). The first two programs
have a Spanish interface, but Alice 3.0 (beta) does not. My observations critique the
implementation of the curriculum more heavily than the curriculum content itself, since it is
more useful to take a critical look at how classes are in fact being taught, rather than the
intentions of the curriculum.
The initial research design included an experiment that would test preference choice
between a control group and an intervention group, the intervention being a particular change in
desktop appearance and menu display. Four computers had a standard desktop interface, and four
had a slightly modified appearance and a more dynamic menu (n=8). Statistics were cleaned and
categorized in Excel, and then imported into SPSS where independent t-tests were performed to
test for significant variance. However, the controlled experiment revealed so few significant
differences that it will not be described in detail here. The main take-away from the time tracking
software for continuous monitoring was descriptive statistics, which are referenced throughout
this paper.
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Field Notes:
Every form of data collection mentioned above was accompanied by a total of 430 pages
of field notes. Field notes summarized interviews, conversations, and questionnaires immediately
after I conducted them. For several reasons it was necessary for me to collect field notes both in
a handwritten journal as well as digital notes. Digital field notes were recorded in “Evernote,” a
simple program that performs most of the functions necessary for cataloging information in the
form of brief notes. Evernote has powerful searching capabilities, synchronizes across
computers, and its “tagging” capabilities closely matched the “coding” method that is typically
used for field notes and interviews. Evernote allowed me to scan in my written journal entries,
tag them with the same set of codes as my digital field notes, and even search the scanned
images of my journal for specific terms in the written text. Evernote could also be carried
portably on a flash drive (for use in Internet cafés, computer labs, or my office), and changes
immediately synced to a main database from which I could immediately access them from
wherever I needed to.
The coding process was a useful way of identifying frequently reoccurring themes.
Coding helped identify categories that emerged from the data (Anderson et al. 2007:157-158).
By nature of me being the main research instrument in the collection of field notes, these
“themes” were in a large part determined by my subjective interests. For example, education and
technology were two topics that I selected from the beginning, as these were topics my client and
I wanted to learn more about. There may have been less conversation about computer technology
than care for the elderly, for example, yet I took more detailed notes about conversations and
observations related to technology and education. This was a strategic approach, however,
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because of the educational challenge posed by socioeconomic stratification identified as an
important topic in previously published research. Frequent review and categorizing of field notes
helped identify topics that surfaced through conversations and observations in the course of
home life and computer classes.

Research Findings
T1: What is the “profile” of the students we serve? What factors influence their
attendance and performance in our classes?
School attendance
Offering only five subjects and with class sizes of more than 35 kids, the primary school
education available to kids in La Carpio is a bleak, but important, option. The primary school
offers no English classes, and there is not yet a public high school in the community. Each child
receives computer classes once a week for 80 minutes, according to one of the two computer
teachers at the school. At least three people mentioned to me the importance of how many
materias, or subjects, a school offered. The La Carpio primary school only offers five subjects,
compared to others which can offer 13 or more.
The triple jornada system creates confusing situations for attendance as well. In the home
where I lived there were eight school-aged children, and their schedules were split between these
three jornadas. Some would leave for school at 7 a.m., others at 10 a.m., and another group left
in the afternoon at about 1 p.m. It was so difficult for me to keep track of their schedule and
attendance that I finally decided to verbally interview one of the mothers or eldest daughter
every day for a month straight about who attended and who did not, and if they did not, what was
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the reason for staying home. The following percentages show how often the students attended
school over a period of five school weeks from October 10-November 11, 20111 [Figure 2]:
•

Total attendance on active school days: 69%

•

Total absences because of school or teacher: 15%

•

Total absences due to rain and wet clothes: 12%

•

Total absences with student at fault (forgot to do homework, etc…): 4%

Figure 2: School attendance of 8 children over the course of 5 weeks
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These results were difficult to quantify. I calculated the percentages in the following manner: I
used a fraction to show how many of the 8 school-age students made it to class, 8/8 being
everyone and 4/8 being half, and then calculated the percentage of attendance by how many
possible class sessions there were over four weeks (8 students x 18 schooldays = 144 possible
sessions).
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The largest chunk of absences (15%) was due to a professor being sick, or not showing
up, or attending a meeting or special training. In fact, I had to throw an entire week out because
school was cancelled for an unknown reason that none of the children could explain. Class
cancelled from the school’s end, then, was the main reason for missing class during the month I
surveyed the family. However, while interviewing the children’s mother [Interview, 5/26/2011],
she listed the top reasons children missed school resulting from factors in the home and
environment, but did not mention classes canceled on the school’s end until I prompted her. This
is interesting, considering that in my observations, school cancelling class was most often the
cause of kids not getting a scheduled day of class. Daniella, accompanied by interjections from
her daughters, listed “causa de lluvia” (rain), “enfermedad” (sickness), and “tarea” (not having
their homework done) as the top three reasons for missing school. Rain and wet clothes were
certainly a major reason the kids missed school during the five weeks I interviewed them (12%,
or 18 class sessions). Of course, the children have to walk about 10 minutes to their school, and
part of the reason they cannot attend if it is raining is because they only have one uniform, and if
it is wet they cannot go to school. The same goes for shoes, backpacks, and notebooks. The only
reason important enough to ensure school attendance in a downpour is if there is an important
exam that day. While I interviewed them during those five weeks, the children were at fault for
their absence only 4% of the school sessions.
The reason this is important for the computer classes offered by CPC is because many of
these factors affect attendance of computer classes as well. When we signed students up for
class, I observed as Maykol went around and personally interviewed each student about his
school schedule in order to sign them up in the appropriate slot in the morning or in the
afternoon. Rain often affected attendance to our classes as well. A useful comparison would have
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been to take roll diligently and compare our attendance with the school’s, but attendance to our
computer classes was irregular as well and the professor, Maykol, accommodated students as
they showed up.

Restricted mobility:
Another factor affecting attendance to our computer classes was that some older students
involved in “bronca” (quarrels) with other delinquents are limited in their mobility within La
Carpio. The word “bronca” was new to me, so I asked a mother in the household I was living
what it meant. She explained its definition and then added “aqui se hace con piedras y balazos”
– here it is done with rocks and bullets. I witnessed the effects of this first hand and asked a lot of
questions about it when we first walked to computer class in June. Everyone living in La Carpio
knows that the area is geographically split into five sections, each associated with its bus stop
along the main road in and out of the barrio (La Primera, La Segunda, La Tercera, La Cuarta, and
el Terminal; Sandoval 2010:xxiii). These are not gang territories necessarily, but for our students
to walk from the fourth bus stop (La Cuarta) to Nuevos Horizontes at the terminal, we had to
cross the “Los Angeles” territory which was terrifying to a select few of them [Figure 3]. My
notes from this experience came a few weeks after an outbreak of violence when a 12-year-old
child was shot (accidentally?) by a delinquent in our section of the barrio (La Cuarta). When we
walked to and from computer classes, the youngsters’ expressed terror and anger were mostly
directed toward a single member of our group who was particularly notorious for involvement in
these quarrels. I discovered serendipitously that the children from my host family, however, were
immune to these quarrels because they were younger and did not participate. Many of the
youth’s mobility within different parts of La Carpio were severely limited by their affiliations or
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by violent and careless decisions in their past. Many youth speak matter-of-factly about the
restricted mobility of specific delinquents, including some who are practically banished from the
community for acts of violence towards others.

Figure 3: Gang territories
The above map from Al Día, a Costa Rican newspaper (one of the more sensationalist news
sources) shows how the police delineate different sectors of conflict (Calderón 2010). The Los
Angeles section to the west (left) is the one our students from “La Cueva del Sapo” feared most.

Studies of places similar to La Carpio point out that these areas are perceived from the
outside as a single unified space, but are internally perceived as a fractured conglomeration of
“microlocalities” (Sandoval et al. 2010:8). Restricted mobility throughout these microlocalities
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and other influencing factors on attendance (rain) prevented some students from returning, and
threatened others.

T2: What is the “digital landscape” of La Carpio? What types of technology are
used, and how is technology perceived by the residents?

Internet availability has taken off in the past two years because of new options available
to residents. Wimax connectivity and data packet options for cell phones allow coverage in areas
like La Carpio where cable installation was previously not possible (until just recently). Internet
connectivity is still a novelty in La Carpio, commented Francisco, the owner of one of the three
Internet cafés. He also teaches computer classes in the primary school Finca la Caja across the
street. The school has had computers for 10 years, he said, but Internet just arrived in the past six
months [Interview, 11/9/2011]. “Pelón,” who helps out at his sister’s Internet café in La Cuarta,
is awaiting broadband access to arrive so they can get higher speeds at lower prices. He is also
excited that more cell phone companies are arriving because one of their sources of income is
commission from selling prepay minutes to cell phone users [Interview, 10/29/2011]. In the past
year, the cell phone companies Claro and Movistar entered the telecommunications market in
Costa Rica. Up until 2011, Costa Rica’s electricity and telecommunication services were
monopolized under the government entity “ICE.”
Safety issues impact the availability of communications technology in La Carpio. After
technology and descriptions of social life, observations and commentary from residents
regarding security was one of the largest re-occurring topics about which I took notes. This is not
surprising, given the reputation of the community from the outside and also the internal
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perspectives on security. In a previous study of La Carpio which collected a total of 438
contributions from members of the community (drawings from schoolkids, essays and interviews
from older youth, etc…), security was by far the most common central and secondary theme in
the written essays by children (Sandoval et al 2011: xxiv). The majority of essays with security
as one of their main topics focused on “pandillas/chapulines” (gangs/gangsters), and “La Cueva
del Sapo (La Pequeña Gran Ciudad)” where I lived as the geographically ascribed “hub” of
delinquency problems (278). I found this to the internal perspective as well after moving into this
part of the La Carpio community. Even from within La Carpio, this location is described by
locals from other sections of the barrio as the most problematic and dangerous. The authors of
the book summarize: “these discourses essentialize, then, being young, in a barrio in conditions
of poverty, unemployed; frequenting corners and other public spaces is converted into an alert
signal” (280)”.
One such “corner” was right outside the rancho where I lived, and many of the
chapulines were students in our computer class, who indeed andan vago (bum around) when no
other activity is available for them. When any vehicle descends down the washed out dirt roads
into “La Cueva” section of La Carpio, any possible part of the vehicle that is horizontal or able to
be used as a handhold is immediately grasped for a free ride. The extra wheel on the back of my
Isuzu trooper could sometimes hold up to five hooting kids until they pushed each other off or I
began to pick up speed. Thus, when the telecommunication technicians entered La Cueva in
August to install a Wimax antenna in a private residence, to their dismay (terror?) their
equipment truck offered ideal hooky-bobbing platforms. The individual who ordered the antenna
installation was not at home because the technicians had arrived several hours early, so they left
and marked the order as complete to avoid having to return. When Jeniston arrived and called to
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reschedule the installation, the technicians refused to enter without police escort. The installation
truck arrived the next week “con toda la patrulla” (along with the patrol) and successfully
installed a Wimax antenna in Jeniston’s home [Field Notes, 8/20/2011]. This illustrates,
unfortunately, the feeling of threat from local youth that visitors to the community perceive when
trying to install connectivity services for locals.
It is important to comment, however, on some of the inconsistencies I observed in
relation to security and technology in La Carpio. Internet cafés with desktop computers seemed
completely safe. None of the three Internet café owners had problems with theft or vandalism in
their Internet cafés. “Pelón” from La Cuarta stated his surprise, given the fact that he did not
even take any protective precautions. However, none of the three ever had problems with even
petty swiping of computer equipment. In fact, I was quite surprised to see that Pelón regularly sat
outside the Internet café at La Cuarta with a laptop on the street, selling prepay minutes using the
wireless signal from the Internet café when it was closed. From three years of living in San Jose,
I cannot recall a single sighting of laptop use in public2. However, all three Internet cafés are
open to visitors from the street, and have no security measures installed except when they are
closed up at night. On the other hand, people seemed very concerned about getting mugged for
their cell phones, particularly if they had a táctil phone with a touch-screen interface3. Indeed,
one of our computer lab supervisors was mugged and his cell phone stolen en route to the
computer lab while walking through the Los Angeles territory.

2

In San Jose, using a laptop in public is extremely careless. In many cases, so is using a cell phone on the street.
Where I worked and lived for three years in a middle-class neighborhood called San Francisco de Dos Rios, many of
my peers had been mugged while using their cell phone on the streets. There is also a story I cannot confirm but was
told to me by two different people about a foreigner who used his laptop in the park and was shot when he tried to
escape a thief.
3
When I moved to La Carpio I had an iPhone 2 with a touch-screen. The family I lived with suggested I not take it
out while on the streets. Not only did it make me very conspicuous, it also didn’t have 3G signal which rendered it
practically useless from where I was located. I sold it as quickly as possible and bought a more generic Nokia brand
that was more popular in the community and less conspicuous.
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T3: In what ways is technology an equalizing factor and in what ways does it
exacerbate inequalities? Do our classes empower students to direct their own
learning, use creativity, and counteract problems of unequal distribution?

The first and most obvious way that computer technology maintains social divisions is in
its unequal distribution. The delay in reaching areas like La Carpio excludes its students and
community members from the benefits of access and familiarization with information
technologies. Ironically, it required major advancements in information technology infrastructure
to bring popular access to the margins of the city, as described above via prepay options and data
access via cell phone. The primary school in La Carpio did not receive Internet access until about
a year after Internet cafés could provide it commercially. Although La Carpio has recently
caught up with the rest of the city, they started off several years behind everyone else and the
options are still costly and slower than other parts of the city.
Even with Internet connectivity available, I encountered concern expressed about certain
demographical groups that were excluded in various ways from keeping up with technological
changes. Our computer programming classes were overwhelmingly male, despite our attempts to
include girls. Fortunately, a girl’s class was added (taught by a volunteer female) that received
better attendance by girls.
A generational gap and differing levels in formal education in a place like La Carpio is
another concern. For example, in the home where I lived, with a parent who never learned
became traditionally literate, children became computer literate before they even finish
elementary school. What this amounts to in the family I lived with is that a child might read text
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messages on a cell phone that contain important school announcements to a parent, or help a
parent select photos for printing on the computer. One of the Internet cafés in the settlement has
an older administrator who “grew up using machetes, not pencils.” After completing the
structured portion of an interview, Alejandro continued to comment for about half an hour about
a subject that was particularly important to him… remedial training for adults in computer use.
Alejandro correctly noted that most outside support programs focused on technology classes for
the youth: “the adult has to survive as well. Everyone who comes with projects and programs
focuses on the kids and they leave the adults stranded. You have to take this into account.” Also,
Alejandro expressed frustration and lament that he was unable to answer questions the younger
café users asked [Interview, 10/29/2011].
One of the issues that Alejandro’s sentiments bring up is that parents and even many
teachers are behind children in terms of understanding and using technology. This leaves a gap in
the cultural transmission process, in which parents are unable to pass on instructions or guidance
in many issues relating to computer and cell phone technology. Things like scams, spam,
malware, viruses, pervasive advertising, and issues of on-line safety are as foreign to adults as
they are to children. The generational gap, huge advances in technology, and different types of
“literacies” important in today’s world form a gaping disconnect in the process of cultural
transmission that might only be addressed among peers and in classroom settings where teachers
instruct students in appropriate use of the Internet and computer.
The Nuevos Horizontes computer classes were eventually able to address the problems of
unequal access described above. During the first stages of computer classes, I attempted to
approach the computer class curriculum keeping in mind the critical perspective in
anthropological articles about U.S. computer classes (Emihovich 1990; Jungck 1987; Maloney
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et. al 2008). There is a need to define computer literacy (familiarity and competence on a
computerized machine) “as cultural capital in order to examine the broader issue of educating
children to live in an increasingly technological environment” (Emihovich 1990:228). Research
from a critical theory approach acknowledges the importance of empowerment, which in the
classroom is termed “metacognition.” Emihovich (1990) describes metacognition as “children
recognizing that they have control over their ideas and thought processes” (230). When
technology becomes de-mystified and students discover they can transmit their ideas to the
computer by shaping stories and simulations and using art and sound, they become the cognitive
source of control behind the scenes they create. This enables them to begin thinking in ways
where they are the ones in control of their learning, and in control of technology. For this reason,
our curriculum focused strongly on programming, problem-solving, and creativity.
In some sense, the curriculum emphasis on programming a game or designing an original
world conflicted with the prolific tendency to view computer use purely as entertainment.
Technology use in the NH classroom could be categorized into three groups: technology used as
entertainment, technology used for social networks, and technology used for educational use.
Francisco’s comment earlier that Internet was a novelty in La Carpio was an astute observation,
judging from the popularity of Internet in the computer lab where I observed classes at Nuevos
Horizontes. 57% of computer use time was spent on the Internet, and of that Internet time, the
largest chunk was spent on gaming, followed by Facebook and then Youtube. Classes in 3D
programming with StarLogo TNG occupied 25% of their time. Entertainment in the form of
gaming (mostly extremely simplistic “Flash” games on the website “friv.com”) and music/video
(on Youtube) accounts for 32% of the total. Facebook accounts for 10% of the total time. In the
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NH computer lab, then, educational use (25%) sits below entertainment (32%) but above social
networking sites (10%) [Figure 4].

Figures 4: The above figure shows the breakdown of software and Internet use in the NH
computer lab over a course of 6 weeks. The software use in the pie graph is taken from a total
of 42 days and 546 active hours on 8 computers. The bar graph is a more detailed breakdown of
309 hours of “Internet” use. It shows the breakdown of Internet use over the same time period
on 7 of the computers (minus one computer which failed to properly categorize Internet
websites).
Technology use as it naturally occurs in La Carpio has important implications for
computer classes, because if computer teachers see technology as a tool for better employment,
or advanced manipulation of information, or as an educational tool, this mindset has to meet
students’ interest for how they aspire to use their training in technology. Beyond entertainment,
technology expertise could also be seen as a valuable form of cultural capital within the squatter
settlement. For this reason, accumulation, personalization, and customization of technology
gadgets often reaches levels of conspicuous consumption. Economic anthropology has
traditionally given functional explanations “that explain most kinds of conspicuous and luxury
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consumption as rational competition for ‘status’ or as a latent means of leveling out surplus”
(Wilk 2006:422). This is about forming a respected identity within the community rather than
outside of it, and is something that can only be observed by watching the students return to their
daily lives outside the classroom. Many students “pimp out” their cell phones with colorful
themes and popular ring tones, and ask for explanations of how to burn music or video to CDs
and DVDs. Pedro, for example, immediately installs a program called “PimpmyUSB” on his
flash drives, which instantly customizes its folder icons and background when it is inserted in a
computer. Part of the reason for this is “para que otras personas se queden picadas” (so other
people are impressed/amazed [Interview, 11/16/2011]). Pedro’s expertise has gained him
recognition in the community as well. His neighbor, Jeniston (described previously with the
Internet installation accompanied by police escort), ran an Ethernet cable across the tin roofs to
share his high-speed connectivity with Pedro next door, in exchange for computer help and
maintenance.
In the home where I lived, which seemed to function as a “hub” for cell phone-related
commerce, and also in our computer classroom, nearly every phone I saw had been customized
with psychedelic marijuana themes or entertainment icons such as Justin Bieber or Daddy
Yankee. Part of the attraction seemed to be that their personal multimedia devices stood out as
unique or non-generic. As mentioned before, cell phones with touchscreen technology were
admired as more impressive than traditional keypad cell phones.
Students in computer classes learn skills that distinguish them as knowledge experts in
their community. In addition, conspicuous expertise (as a form of cultural capital) plays a
different role than conspicuous consumption (symbolic capital). For students in the NH computer
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lab, the expertise they gained was transferable beyond the classroom into their immediate
community.

Description of Deliverables
Deliverable: The Model in Practice
The main goal of this practicum project from its inception was to create a replicable
model of a community technology center. The model used in La Carpio and described above
created a “pilot” version for similar projects that Mission Aviation Fellowship (my client) would
like to replicate in other areas. The principle deliverable is the currently active computer
classroom in Nuevos Horizontes, La Carpio, which boasts 11 networked computers (assembled
and networked by the students themselves), Internet connectivity, two robotics kits, a video
editing machine, and a projector. As part of the class itself, I involved the students in the
assembling, installing, and designing of the classroom machines and the network. The computer
teachers were trained and compensated by Omar Dengo, the nationally renowned foundation in
charge of technology in all Costa Rican schools. The expertise the lab supervisors gained and the
equipping of the lab was part of the action research paradigm to address problems of inequality
while simultaneously studying them. The classroom has had considerably advanced computer
classes for over a year now, and in 2012 began classes in 3D programming with Alice 3.0. This
project was a valuable partnership effort between Cristo Para La Ciudad, Mission Aviation
Fellowship, and the Omar Dengo Foundation. About two dozen youth per week use the
machines; most of these are in one of the educational classes.
According to the time-tracking data I collected over the course of the six-week 3D
programming class using StarLogo TNG, youth spent a total of 136 hours (25% of the computer
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use time) using the educational software we were teaching them in class. The classes were
designed to develop higher-order thinking skills requiring problem-solving, collaboration, and
creativity, not just typing skills and CAI (computer-assisted instruction). Approximately 10
students created a total of 53 projects during those six weeks.

Figure 5: Before

Figure 6: During (assembling computers and networking the lab)
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Figure 7: After
Left – Guillermo teaching classes.
Right – Costa Rican/U.S-American Astronaut Franklin Chan speaking to class via
Skype video
In addition, the implementation of the computer classes for the students was evaluated
from an educational/cognitive development perspective in a separate report. The concerns
described previously about computer literacy as cultural capital (Emihovich 1990) were
addressed from a curricular standpoint that highlights important approaches to teaching higherorder thinking skills that are transferable to other problem-solving situations. This evaluation
reviews the quality of the NH courses and suggests improvements to the implementation of the
curriculum.

Deliverable: Transforming student identities via emic authorship
A large body of sociological research examines issues of identity in La Carpio because of
the negative, inaccurate, and misrepresentative media coverage it has received (Fonseca 2005;
Sandoval et al. 2010:139-216). In order to counteract the effect of outside voices defining and
excluding La Carpio’s citizens, community members of all ages were interviewed and their
stories were compiled into a collection of art and memoirs in the book Nuestras Vidas en Carpio
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(Sandoval et al. 2010). These narratives are powerful reminders of the achievement and
accomplishments of the La Carpio community, similar to the importance of family narratives as
described by Cammarota (2004:71) and Delgado-Gaitan (2005).
Because identity has played such a significant role in the area, it is interesting to see ways
in which technology and social networks allow people to resist the news media’s representation
of them. Beginning in early 2010, when Internet cafés began to take root in the shantytown and
pre-pay options for cell phones allowed Internet connectivity enter homes, youth were able to
begin constructing their own identities using social networks (Facebook, specifically, and
sometimes through blogs). In addition, technology gave male youth a way to resist society’s
generalizations about them as delinquents, drop-outs, or vagos. The criminalization of male
Latino youth in the U.S. has been described by Cammarota (2004:57), and links between
segregation, racial distinctions, and poverty are described in detail by Orfield and Lee (2005).
These are similar in some ways to the criminalization, socioeconomic segregation, and spatially
scaled levels of inequality that impact residents of La Carpio. Instead of drawing racial
distinctions like in the U.S., however, the case of La Carpio in Costa Rica has more to do with
the “criminalization of poverty,” the “foreignness of poverty,” and the spatialization of
inequalities (Sandoval 2009:157). La Carpio is a clear case of urban segregation based more on
socioeconomic levels of affluence and poverty than on racial segregation like in the U.S.
(Sandoval et al. 2010:xiii). Placist mechanisms of exclusion, reinforced by the educational
system, have been described among other underprivileged populations in Costa Rica as well
(Stocker 2005). La Carpio is afflicted not only by placist forms of exclusion through
sensationalist media, but also by a misrepresentation of its members as foreign (Nicaraguan)
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invaders, when it is in fact a binational community with many hard-working contributors to
society (Sandoval et al. 2010:145).
Another example of this discursive violence includes the aforementioned stereotypes of
“chapulines” that are pervasive both inside and outside the community. This stereotype more
directly affects the demographics of the computer lab students. This identity and its relation to La
Carpio are described in a news media analysis conducted by Sandoval et. al (2010) from the
University of Costa Rica Institute of Social Research:
It is common that an association is established between “chapulínes” and “gangs”, which
tend to visualize in nearly any group of teenagers, a gang; that is to say, in the social
imagination connections are established between teenagers-groups-gangs-violence. Thus,
young people face negative social stigmas that associate them with the breaking of order,
lack of initiative, rebelliousness, violence, immaturity, evil, consumption of drugs, etc…;
in these labels the rest of the society constructs an image of the young person linked with
danger (2010:208, translation by author).
It may be a little presumptuous to list the impact of the computer classes on some of the
youth involved in the project, but there have been positive “deliverables” in that area as well.
Very briefly stated, one lab administrator/teacher received professional employment as a network
administrator at a large business, and for that reason was unable to return for a second round of
teaching (this happened to a previous instructor as well). Two other lab supervisors who have
been part of the computer lab projects since their beginning three and a half years ago are now
enrolled in a high-school equivalency program through the CPC ministry. La Carpio has no local
high school, yet the perseverance of these three youth (as well as some of the other students) is a
major highlight. The classes during the time I lived in La Carpio and conducted my research
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were filled with young males from the ages of 14-17, most from the most notorious and feared
part of La Carpio where I was living with a host family (La Cueva del Sapo / Pequeña Gran
Ciudad). Classes were announced with posters around the community. Although the classes
allow “walk-in” participation as space allowed, some students show aptitude and regular
attendance. Five students attended regularly enough to attend a showcase of their projects with
other students participating in the Omar Dengo Foundation Talento Digital project and received
certificates on March 10, 2012. Undoubtedly my presence in the community influenced some of
the youth to participate initially, but many continued to attend on their own volition even when I
was not present to accompany them.
One of the deliverables I created for all the organizations involved was an “infomercial”
interviewing Chandler about our computer classroom project. Chandler is a highly-talented,
diligent worker who taught our 3D programming classes while I observed. He also networked
the computer lab (and trained two others to do so as well), and is now employed in an industriallevel network systems job. In the interview (Digital Talent in La Carpio 2011), Chandler
describes the challenges facing the youth in La Carpio and their possibilities for overcoming
them more clearly and expressively than I have heard anyone do so up to this point.
Technology gave young males4 a form of cultural capital that helped transform their
personal identity in a way Cammorota (2004:65) describes as “transformational resistance.”
Transformation resistance occurs when students challenge systemic inequalities and resist
negative discourse formed against them by proving these stereotypes to be wrong (56). It can

4

While levels of inequality and lack of familiarity with computer technology could be examined in even more detail
in regards to gender, this report does not examine these trends. Because of male links to labor, formal employment,
and criminalization, and because of their overwhelmingly majority attendance to the programs which I observed,
this report focuses most on male links to computer technology. This gender division in connection to computer
training is an important topic for its own body of further research, in addition to the ways in which women and girls
in the squatter settlement do use computer and cell phone technologies.
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also occur when students strive for achievement or excellence that contradict the stereotypes
written against them (64). Pedro, one of the class teachers and supervisors, is a good example of
how some youth have been able to use their computer expertise to resist and rewrite (redeem,
perhaps, in the lingo of ministry groups) the discursive slurs used by the media to represent them
as delinquents. Social networks allow native definition of identity through the use of photos,
videos, blogs, and special interest groups. For example, Pedro’s image once showed up on a
sensationalist news article titled “La Carpio: sin Dios y sin ley” (La Carpio: Godless and
lawless), captioned by words which denote him and the other children in the photo as residents
of “La Cueva del Sapo, el sector más caliente de La Carpio” (Toad Cave, the “hottest” sector of
La Carpio; Marenco 2004). He would sometimes help his family collect coffee or gather trash to
break apart and sell for the valuable bits of raw material that could be salvaged. After gaining
computer expertise, Pedro now populates his Facebook page with photos of himself at camp,
celebrating with friends, and with popular Costa Rican Reggaeton singer Christian Gomez
(Tapon). He creates special interest groups, such as one for his favorite soccer team (La Liga)
and another for Talento Digital La Carpio (Digital Talent in La Carpio). In the Talento Digital
group there are photos posted of him presenting a game he programmed at a national press
conference, and he uses the group to post announcements about the 3D programming class where
he helps as a T.A. Pedro’s friends, and many of the youth in “the ‘hottest’ sector of La Carpio”
are now creating their own digital identities in which being from La Carpio is more like a badge
of honor than a symbol of shame. In fact, Pedro himself put La Carpio in the Google Earth
database and submitted one of the first photos from the area. Pedro has earned income by fixing
computers for others in the community, and when his mom tried to get him to continue picking
coffee with them he told her “no fui nacido para hacer eso” (I was not born to do that).
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From the specific examples described above, it appears that technology can be used to
resist students’ identities that are formed against them and their community. The ability to
construct a person’s own identity instead of being defined from the outside could help counteract
shame and discrimination directed toward La Carpio residents from the outside because of where
they are from. Many youth proudly boast their La Carpio roots on-line, and simultaneously
project a different image than one portrayed by the media.

Deliverable – the approach and the course (The Model, Ready to Replicate):
Using the above described case study as a model, it should now be possible to replicate
similar projects in other contexts. During the course of implementing this project, three locations
opened up for possible application in the future: Rio Esteban, Honduras; San Martín (Nicoya),
Costa Rica; and Manaus, Brazil. One of the deliverables I completed in February 2012 was a
topical on-line course to guide the implementation of community connectivity centers in new
regions (in Spanish). The course includes survey tools, budget templates, and a manual that I
designed during the process of developing the La Carpio project. The goal for the on-line course
is to facilitate the building of community connectivity centers from a distance. The process
requires supervision by a project manager or facilitator.
Currently, the course is being evaluated and revised by four practitioners hoping to
develop similar projects: Erika in San Martín de Nicoya, Costa Rica; Diego in Manaus, Brazil;
Enil in Rio Esteban, Honduras; and Pedro in La Carpio, Costa Rica (reviewing and suggesting
changes). It is also being reviewed by two instructional designers (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Unit and 1 and 2 of the 6-unit on-line course
for creating community technology centers

Discussion and Personal Reflection
One of the most impacting parts of the research was, of course, the immersion experience
in the tradition of anthropological participant observation. Stories and articles by historical
anthropologists describe how they fully immersed themselves in the field (or got stranded with
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no return ticket, as in Malinowski’s case [Anderson et al. 2007:131]), often in far away or exotic
contexts. Recent methodologies such as “studying up” and “virtual ethnography” are described
as more contemporary ways of collecting data in the modern world, in more formalized contexts
or in on-line communities (Hine 2008; Nader 1972). However, when attempting to address issues
of inequality and power struggle, Sassen’s (2002) description of global cities is helpful. Global
cities are places where “many of the resources necessary for global economic activities are not
hypermobile and are, on the contrary, deeply embedded in place” (257). From this perspective, I
believe there is still considerable anthropological work to be done in the traditional sense of
embedding the anthropologist as an instrument of data collection as deeply as possible in places
that have now become geographically quite close, but are socioeconomically marginal. The core
and periphery may be a stone’s throw apart (or in the case of La Carpio, literally a drive-line golf
shot apart from the nearest luxury resort to the tin roofs of the homes of coffee pickers), but the
anthropologist is still most effective when truly immersed in a foreign context and subject to the
same social rules of the community of study. Combined with recent methodology that
collaborates more closely with the community and incorporates community researchers in the
process of data collection, the traditional anthropological participant observer is a strength
unique to the anthropological discipline.
One of the important and valuable reasons for locating an anthropologist in the
community he or she studies is to put his or her expertise, resources, and energies at the expense
of the community. This is a particularly interesting dynamic when working with vulnerable
populations, as I discovered from reading and hearing accounts of other anthropologists. My role
moved between that of a total participant and an active participant (Anderson et al. 2007:131). I
was a total participant in the sense that I was present as a teacher-practitioner; I was an active
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participant in the sense that I was an observer of the classes while I allowed our student leaders
to teach. I was certainly an outsider of the community as I could leave any time I pleased, but I
was also a community member who paid rent, lived with a crowded household, and went to work
during the day. The community functioned as an additional “client” in the list of stakeholders
who would benefit most directly from the action-research approach. They expected no reports,
facts, or figures, but that I had been of some practical and social “use” in return for having stayed
(safely) with them for six months. As an outsider with considerable computer expertise, and as a
fellow member of the community, I refused to leave the computers of people in the community
in various states of limited functionality. I felt that the modifications I made to their technology
were compromising the data by bringing in outside expertise; yet I refused to just let the
machines continue working the way they did when I had training and access to resources that
could help get them working well. I often had qualms about compromising the research data –
by offering students rewards or incentives, by chauffeuring them to and from classes, or by
fixing and improving the functionality of computers that I was simultaneously using for research.
In the end, not all my data was as pristine as I would have liked, but on the other hand part of the
stated objective of my research under the action paradigm was that people (and their computers)
were in small ways better off for me having been present in their community for six months.
Data collection on computers turned out to be far more difficult than I had hoped.
Computer data seemed to be more expendable to people living in La Carpio than I am used to in
an office with several forms of backup and methods for data recovery. When people needed help
with their computer, no one ever needed to back anything up, nor did most people have a way of
saving important information. The solution was usually just a quick format and reinstallation.
What this meant for my attempts at data collection, then, was that it was thwarted by frequent
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reformats, file deletion, virus attacks, and any number of frustrating anomalies to normal
computer use that messed up my time tracking installations. In the end, all I had were fragmented
portions of time that I could analyze for descriptive statistics, instead of more elaborate data I
could use to cross-compare among different locations.
One prominent topic that was not covered in detail in this report was the security that
plagues a place like La Carpio. As a good cultural relativist, I exercised my deference to
community expertise by adopting their level of concern for security issues. For example, when
there was shooting outside our home or the sound of gunshots echoed through the streets at
night, I watched others to try and determine when to be concerned. My host family did not seem
concerned, probably because we were not targets. And I learned that whenever the streets were
full of people, there was never any reason to be concerned. It was only late at night and the early
morning hours when the streets were deserted that they refused to let me drive or walk anywhere
alone5. A second, more discouraging example for me was when law enforcement raided the
entire barrio at 4 a.m. less than a month after I had moved in. I watched with everyone else,
feeling a mixture of curiosity and helplessness, as everyone without an I.D. card (including
children and students in uniform) was blocked from going up to the main road by police officers
in SWAT-like uniforms for the better part of the day. I had learned from reading the
5

The fear of deserted streets (calles solitarias) was most interesting when I would bring kids from the home I lived
in to my church in a more affluent neighborhood on Sundays. They expressed fearfulness walking around these
areas in broad daylight because “the streets are deserted, and anyone could do anything to you and no one would
hear you scream.” They assured me this sort of thing happened in solitary places like the neighborhood where I had
previously lived. What intrigued me was that they were absolutely right – muggings were common in the area, as
were vehicle break-ins and property crimes. In fact, I like to point out the irony that I was robbed three times while
living in La Carpio… except, I was robbed in the area where all the middle-class foreigners live around my offices.
My car was broken into twice and my bicycle was stolen. Other missionaries in La Carpio have similar stories –
their cars are safer on the streets of La Carpio than in other more affluent parts of the city.
The observations I had regarding security could be summed up in a simple phrase: in the precario, safety came from
being better connected; in the affluent neighborhood, safety was being better protected. Visitors to La Carpio
become nervous at the social density on the streets and when youth jump on their cars to catch a free ride. In
contrast, the girls I took to church were uneasy at the vacant, quiet streets. They suggested someone play music to
make the streets more pleasant.
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community’s history about a more tragic confrontation seven years earlier where residents had
protested and police had enforced order by launching tear gas indiscriminately into their homes.
Witnessing the raid I was grateful that no resistance was met; however, I was simultaneously
extremely disturbed and angered that nothing could be done. During the incident I adopted the
passive submission the community chose, and concluded that indeed the best response I could
give that day was to go on with life as usual and attend the seminar in which I was enrolled for
educators teaching kids programming skills.
And finally, there are a host of questions and ideas I would like to more fully explore.
First, in a context like our classroom, we are in a unique educational setting where we do not
have to rely on testing or grades. That being the case, how can we evaluate progress in nontraditional, more useful ways? How can we design our computer classes and the other programs
at Nuevos Horizontes to be demanding, enlightening, strengthening, and challenging to youth
without pushing them away, discouraging them from returning, and by developing life skills and
cognitive thinking skills that do not follow the traditional routes they encounter in their schools?
How do we encourage attendance and build up more advanced competencies when students have
no external motivations (grades, homework) to apply themselves? Some of these questions are
answered in more detail in a separate report I did on higher order thinking skills and cognitive
development in computer programming courses.
Another pressing question is: How can groups working in places like La Carpio
coordinate better so that the community as a whole shows notable improvement rather than just
“silo” stories of impact? Attendance to our computer programming classes is irregular at best,
but sometimes we have a core group of students that return more committedly. However, the
jumble of “microlocalities” makes development on a larger scale very challenging, not just in our
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classes but for community organizers and those offering social services as well. Creating holistic
improvements in the community requires better cooperation and partnership than currently
exists.
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